ICAT-EGVE 2018
INSTRUCTIONS FOR POSTER/DEMOS TEASER VIDEO
Authors of each accepted poster/demo need to send a video footage about their poster/demo
(sound can be included) for the teaser video. The teaser video will be played in the beginning of
the posters and demos session.
In case of the posters, the submitted video can be a recording of a short powerpoint slideshow
(preferably with a voice-over explaining the content of each slide).
In case of demos, the submitted video can be a recording of the demo in action or a recording of
a short powerpoint slideshow that describes the demo
- the video should be up to 1 minute long
- video format: mp4
- video frame size: width x height : 16:9 (preferable resolution 1280x760)
- for the first frames/seconds of the video (~3-5 sec), the title, authors, affiliations and the
poster/demo id of the poster/demo should be appeared
- for the file name of the short video, put an identifier Poster or Demo (P or D), include
your submission ID & 1st Authors' family name to the file name.
e.g. Poster, ID 18, John Smith -> P18_Smiths.mp4
- submission of the 1 minute video should be done by 15th of October 2018 (GMT)
(videos that will not be submitted by the deadline will not be possible to be included in the video
teaser that will be shown at the conference)
- the video should be uploaded in this online folder:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eRqxmBclpnfFWzOxIV3FmJhg3Q5nbtwT?usp=sharing
If you don't have Google account, please upload the video somewhere else and send to us the
URL.
As soon as you upload your video please send an email to the posters/demos chairs
posterchairs-icategve2018@eg.org / demochairs-icategve2018@eg.org respectively and in
both cases to cc the general chair of the conference Despina Michael-Grigoriou
despina.grigoriou@cut.ac.cy with subject: ICAT-EGVE 2018 - Poster/Demo short video
submitted
Please provide within the email the name of the file that you had uploaded and the ID of your
poster/demo.

